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1. Introduction In the present Note we shall be concerned with a simply
connected, homogeneous and isotropic elastic body into which distortions (we denote
them by e^) are introduced. These distortions will be considered as functions of
position and time, continuous and differentiable.

The distortions (initial deformations) e^ may arise in various ways. Thus, they
may be plastic strains formed in the body under the effect of previous loading or
else alterations due to plastic hot working or, finally, deformations resulting from
errors in assembling (as, e. g., in plates or shells).

Would the disto. ions verify the equation of compatibility, there should be
no reason for stresses to be induced in the body. If, on the contrary, the distortions
do not comply with the conditions of compatibility, then in an elastic body the
stresses, cry, and temperature, 6 will appear.

We shall attempt in this paper to establish a linear theory of thermoelasticity
distortional effects being taken into account, a theory based on thermodynamics
of irreversible processes. Thus, we shall derive constitutive relations, a formula
for free energy and entropy, we shall give a complete set of differential equations of
the distortion problem and, finally, formulate the variation principle and derive
the theorem on reciprocity.

2. Considerations on thermodynamics. The starting point for our considera-
tions will be:

a) equation of motion

(2.1) atj,j+Xi = Q1H,

b) equation of energy

(2.2) TS=-qi,i,

c) differential equation derived from the second law of thermodynamics

(2.3) dU^O
213—[273]
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In the above equations following notations were used: ay denotes the tensor of the
state of stress, ey — that of the state of strain, X — the vector of body forces, q —
the vector of heat flux, « — the vector of displacement, U — internal energy, S —
entropy, Q — density and T — absolute temperature. The point above the symbol
of a function denotes its time derivative.

Eq. (2.2) may be presented in the form

(2.4) S = -

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.4) refers to the exchange of entropy
between the body and its surroundings, while a denotes the production of entropy
due to heat conductivity. In conformity with the postulate of thermodynamics
of irreversible processes there should be a ^ 0. This inequality — Onsager's theo-
rem being applied — will be verified by the Fourier conduction law

(2.5) qi = -kTti.

Let us introduce the expression for the Helmholtz's free energy F= U — ST,
where F = F (ey, T) and expand it — in the vicinity of natural state (where ey =
= By, T=T0) — into Taylor series with respect to the powers ey — ey and T—T0 = 6.
Discarding the terms of third (and higher) order, we obtain

n n *r m
F(ey, T) = 1^T\£H ~ ey) (stf ~ e«)~>—7T (e ~ e°)2 ~ yr(e ~ e°) 0 TT ^2»

(2.6) 2 2

p — rut. e° — t°
whence

dF
(2.7) Oii = — = 2fiT(ey - e%)+[XT(e - eo) - yT 0] di}.

Linear terms do not appear in formula (2.6), since the free energy, entropy and
tensor of the state of stress should vanish in the natural state. The symbols \iT

and XT appearing in relation (2.6) denote Lame constants; the quantities yT and
m will be defined in sixbsequent paragraphs.

Solving the constitutive relations (2.7) with respect to strains, we get

o i yr , , , 1
e« = ey + T^~ <5tf Q+2[j,T ay-\-XT aw 8ij, p.T = ——,

3KT 4M

(2.8) T *

r = - XT K = x + —
To determine the quantity yT we have to consider the free dilatation of a volume
element assuming the distortion and stresses are none. It results from (2.8) that
— for e£, = 0, ay = 0 — there is
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Here the symbol at stands for the coefficient of linear thermal dilatation and the
relation (2.9) expresses the property of an isotropic body consisting in that with
the rise of temperature only the elementary volume of body changes. Consequently,.
yT= 3KTaT.

Let us now determine the entropy S. Introducing

into (2.3) and taking advantage of the condition that dU should be an exact differ-
ential, we obtain

Thus,

(2.12) dS =

ldS\

where ce = T\~ZfJ means the specific heat of the body under constant strain. In-

tegrating (2.12) — assuming that for natural state S = 0 — we get

T
(2.13) S = y r ( e —e°)+celog—-

0
Assuming — <4 1 and expanding log T/To into a series (only its first term will

be retained), we obtain

(2.14) • Sm yT(e — e°) + ce —.
To

Now, introducing (2.12) into (2.3) and performing integration, we obtain

(2.15) V-L+ToyT(e-0)+c.8, £ = ̂ r(e 04)(% 4)+ y

The value of U being known, we obtain the formula determining the free energy.
It reads

(2.16) F=U-ST=L- yT(e - eO) 0+c, 6 - cE log ^ .

Expanding log T/TQ into a series and retaining two first terms of this series, we
obtain the following expression for the free energy

(2.17) jF = j L fe ) 0 0 .
11 o

Comparing formulae (2.6) and (2.17), we conclude that m = -zf-.
•M)
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Combining Eqs. (2.3), (2.5) and (2.13), we obtain the equation for heat conduc-
tivity

(2.18) kT, n = TyT(e - e°)+c, t ,

or

1 .

/c

1>
K

T=T0+B.

0
1, Taking into accountEq. (2.19) may be linearized under the assumption

the sources of heat we get finally

(2.20) Ojj Q —->iT(e — e°) = , Q = ~T-

The symbol W denotes the quantity of heat produced in time and volume unit.

3. Differential equations of thermoelasticity with distortions. Introducing consti-
tutive equations (2.7) into the equation of motion (2.1), we obtain the following
set of equations

where

(3.2) Ai = 2^4^ -Mr e°ti or At = 2[xT e%+KT e°t,

provided we denote by e°l} the following relation

1 '

Eqs. (3.1) together with the equation of heat conductivity

(3.3) —

form a set of differential equations of thermoelasticity, the effect of distortion e^
being accounted for. For e^ = 0. Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3) reduce to the known equa-
tions of thermoelasticity [1].

Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3) forming this set may be separated if we introduce the vec-
tor function <p and the scalar one, £. These functions are connected with the
displacements m and temperature 6 by the following relations [2]

(3.4)

(3-5)
Ui = f,
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where

Q = (l+fl) U\D - y0 rjrdtV2, r=aD-y0 i\Tdt,

Introducing Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) into Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3), respectively, we obtain
a system of wave equations as below:

<3.6) U\ (D? D - mT rjT dt V2) W + - j - ( ^ - Ad - 0,

(3.7)

The solution of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3) become markedly simplified for the particular

case ey = — dtj e°.

Assuming

(3.8) M = grad$+roty>, X = Q (grad#+rot £),

we reduce the set of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3) to the following system of wave equa-
tions

(3.9) (U]D~riTmTdt V2) 0 = —• + /9rDe0 - VTmT e° - — &,

(3.io) niv — -^-5. ^ ^

It is evident that in an unbounded medium the longitudinal waves are caused
by: sourc&s of heat Q, distortions e° and body forces ggrad#.

The temperature induced by the action of these causes may be determined
from the following formula

From Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3) we may pass to the limit case, that is to elastokinetics,
when no sources of heat exist, motion is assumed to proceed under conditions of
adiabatic thermodynamic process (S = 0, S — const).

It results from Eq. (21.4) that, for 5 = 0, there is

-eO)+-^0 =0.
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Integrating the above expression with respect to time under the assumption that
for the initial state there is 8 (x, 0) = 0, e (x, 0) = 0, e° (x, 0) = 0, we obtain the
following relation

(3.12) 0 =

Eq. (3.12) takes the place of equation of heat conductivity (3.3). Introducing
Eq. (3.12) into Eq. (3.1), we obtain

(3.13) [is Ui,jj+(PiS+fj.s) Uj.n+Xi = Qtii+2/J.e aqj+%t e°ti.

The symbols /J.S = fxT, Is = hT-\-xrjT mT stand for Lame constants for the adia-
batic state.

4. Variational theorem. The starting point for our considerations is the prin-
ciple of virtual work accompanying the variation of displacements, [3]

(4.1) j (Xi - Qm) dm dV+ j pt dm dA= J cry <5% dV.
V A V

This principle holds true for all the relations between the state of stress and that
of strain.

Introducing into (4.1) the constitutive relations (2.7)

(4.2) atj = 2pr(fin - 4)+[A r (e - eP) - yT 6] 6i},

we obtain

(4.3) j {Xt - gut) bm dV+ j pt dm dA+yT j ddedV+
V A V

+ J [2fzT 4 dkj+Xr e0 8e] dV = bW\
v

Here
i

lT
2W= fiTeveij+

Following Biot, [1], we introduce the vector function H. This function is related
to the vector of heat flux q and the entropy S by the following formulae

(4.4) q = T0H=-kgrad6, S=-6iv0).

Comparing formulae (2.14) and (4.4), we get

(4.5) ToS=-fitiTo = ToyT'e+cJ, dHtli = yT8e+ -£- 86.

Let us now multiply the first of the equation group (4.4) by 8Hi and integrate it
over the region V. Taking advantage of the second of the equation set (4.5), we obtain

(4.6) yT j 08edV+ y j 086dV+ J 68HndA+ ~- J Ht 8HidV = 0.
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After eliminating from Eqs. (4.3) and (4.6) the integral J ddedV and introducing
the function of dissipation and the heat potential v

V V • V

we obtain the following two forms of the variational theorem

(4.7') <5 (W+P+D) = J (Xi - gut) dm dV+ j pi diH dA +
V A

+ f eijdatjdV- J 8dHndA,
V A

or

(4.7") . d(W+P+D) = f (Xt - Qiu) SiH dV+ JpidutdA +
V A

+ J Ffi 6etj dV- j 68Hn dA,
V A

where

Soy = 2/nT dEi]-\-lT dtj be, J y = 2/J,T £y-\-XT dy e°.

From the variational principle (4.7') and (4.7") we can derive the theorem on energy,
diii

putting Ui+dui — iii~\—T~~dt, and considering the actual motion of the body at

the same point after a time lag dt. Introducing into (4.7") the following nota-
tions:

dm
duf — . dt — vt dt,

dt

we obtain the equation

d
(4.8) —(K+P+W)-

dO

1-Zo

= 6dt,

fx
— I At

dHt =

vt dV+
/ .

dt-

VlVi

+

k
T V,i

dA +
f

r° en d\
V

dt, and so on,

k r

TQ J B '" A'
Awhere

i k r
= Y J °'id-i

Proceeding similarly to the methods described in [4] we may derive from the
equation of energy the theorem on uniqueness of the solution of differential equa-
tions of thermoelasticity. We shall now consider a particular case, namely the tran-
sition from Eqs. (4.7') and (4.7") to classical elastokinetics. Assuming that the
sources of heat are lacking and bearing in mind the basic assumption of elastoki-
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netics, i.e., that the motion proceeds in adiabatic conditions (S = 0, S = const),
we obtain from (4.5):

(4.9) 0 =

Introducing (4.9) into Eq. (4.3), we get

(4.10) J {Xt - Qut) tot dV+ } pi dut dA+ f e% <5<Xy dV = dW*.
V A V

Following notations have been introduced in (4.10):

do*] = 2/xs <5ey+Ag <3y 6e, d W* = ( {2[xs £y <5ey+ls ede) dV,
v

fis = /AT, Xs — AT+xrjTmT being Lam6 constants for adiabatic conditions. Now,
the basic equation of energy for elastokinetics will take the form:

(4.11') — (K+ W*) = J Xt Vi dV+ j p( vt dA+ j e% h% dV,
V A V

or

(4.11") — (K+ W*) ^JXiVi dV+ J piVidA+j T«* ay dV,
V A V

where
rf; = 2^sE%+Xsd{Je0.

The displacements ui appearing in equations and relations (4.9)—(4.11") have
a different meaning than in formulae (4.1)—(4.8). We determine them solving the
following set of equations:

(4.12) (XS M(,;;+(A5+^s) Ujjt+Xi = QUi+A* ,

where

^ = 2 ^ 4 + ^ .
5. Theorem on reciprocity. In this paragraph we shall consider two systems

of causes and effects. As causes provoking the motion we consider body forces,
surface forces, sources§»f heat, surface heating and distortions, while displacements
m and temperature 6 will be considered as effects. The second system of causes
and effects will be distinguished from the first by primes.

As a starting point for our considerations we take the equations of motion and
of heat conductivity after the inverse Laplace transformation has been performed
on them. Initial conditions are assumed to be homogeneous.

We have then

(5.1) ay, j+Xi =p2ui, Oyj+X't = p2 In,

(5.2)

p - _ 1 -
—e-rjTpe = ——Q
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where
00

o~ij(x,p) = JZ [tfy (x, t)] = f otj(x, t) e~Pl dt, and so on.
o

We multiply the first of Eqs. (5.1) by u't, and the second — by ut.

We subtract the second from the first and integrate the resulting formula over

the volume of the body. After simple transformations we obtain

(5.3) J (Xi u\ — X't ui) dV+ j (pt u't —p'( m) dA = j (cry e'i} — a'l} Iy) dV.
v A v

Making use of constitution equations (2.7),we reduce (5.3) to the form

(5.4) j (Xi u't - X'{ ui) dV+ j (pt ut ~p\ m) dA+yT j 0e' - d' e) dV+

eO e' — i'O e)l dV=O.

Similar operations will be performed on the group of equations (5.2): we multiply
the first equation by 6' and the second — by 0. We subtract then the second
from the first and integrate the resulting formula over the volume of the body V.
After simple transformations we get

(5.5) J (d'd,n-dO'in)dA-prjT J (ed'-e'6)dV+
A V

r _ _ _ i c -
+PVT J (c°0'~ e'°6)dV+ — J (Q0'-Q'6)dV= 0.

v
Eliminating from (5.4) and (5.5) the term common to both, we obtain the following
equation

(5.6) r)Txp\j (Xi u'f - X\ ut) dV+ f (pt u'( - ~p\ ui) dA+ f (1%a'ti - e°i} ffy)dv\ =
\V A V )

- «rr / 0'0,n-dWn) dA+yT J (Qd'-Q'6) dV.
A V

Here:

ay = 2fiTEij-\-(XT e — y-rff) $i}J Oij = 2[A,Tey+(Are' — yT 8') 8t}.

Performing on (5.6) the inverse Laplace transformation, we obtain the theorem on
reciprocity in its final form, the effect of distortion being taken into account.

t

(5.7) ilT x J j dV(x) i dx\xi (x, x) "' ^ T
? ~ T ~ A (x, t - x) ^ \ +

V 0

r r \ du\ (x, t — x) ; dm (x, x) i
+ dA(x) dx\pi(x,x)- : Pi(x, t— T) +

J J I dx dr J
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t ,
C C f daH(x,t—x)

+ J dV{x) I drU(x, r) " ^ - - 4°(x, / - r)
K 0

t

= a:yr I dA (x) I dr [0' (x, t-x)0,n (x, x) - Q[n (x, t-x)d (x, x)] +
A o

t

+yT f dV{x) f dx[Q(x, T) O'(X, t-tj- Q'(x, t - T) 0(x, r)].

v o • • •

For s°l} = 0, e'{° = 0 the above theorem reduces to the theorem given by V. Jonescu-
-Cazimir in [5].

In a particular case of an unbounded region Eq. (5.7) becomes markedly simpli-
fied. If, namely, the body forces, sources of heat and distortions act in a bounded
region, the surface integrals in (5.7) vanish.

Let us consider now the transition from the coupled problem of thermoelasti-
city with distortions to the elastokinetic problem. The adiabacity of the process
being assumed following relations hold true

(5.8) 0 = - xr]T(e~ e°), 6' = - HV)T{e''-V<>)..

They take place of the equations of heat conductivity. We perform on (5.8) the
inverse Laplace transformation and then introduce the formula obtained into Eq.
(5.4). After simple transformations, we obtain the theorem on reciprocity for elasto-
kinetics

(5.9) j (Xi ut- I'i w) dV+ f (ptu'{ ~p\ ui) dA+ f (4 a'v - e'tf otj) dV=0.
V A V

The functions m, n'{, ay, a'y appearing in (5.9) have a different meaning than those
in Eq. (5.6). The displacements ui and u',t may be determined from the differential
equations

Us m, ji+(Xs+/j,s) ui,n+Xi = P2 ui+At,

Us u'{>^+(^s+/Ms) U]t
where _ _ . _

At = 2/ts e°iU+Xs e%, A\ = 2/i» e'fij+Xs e't°{,

wliile the stresses ay and a'tf from the relations

(5-11) ay = 2JJLS eij+Xs 6{j e, a'y = 2/us e^-f Xs <5y e .

l*e = nT, h = lT-\-Kr\r w r are here Lame constants for adiabatic state. Performing
on (5.9) the inverse Laplace transformation, we obtain .

t

(5.12) j dV{x) j dx [Xi (x, r) u't (x, t-x)- X't (x, t - x) Ui (x, t)]+
V 0

t

+ j dA (x) j dx [pi (x, x) ui (*> t-x)- p \ (x, t — T) ut (x, x)]+
A 0

+ / dV(x) f dx [e% (x, x) o'q (x, t-x)- 4° (x, t - x) atj (x, x)] = 0.
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From the theorem on reciprocity (5.7),we can derive formulae similar to the known

formulae of Somigliano and Green for elastostatics [3], [3], as well as formulae simi-

lar to those of Meysel [6] in the theory of thermal stresses.
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B. HOBAIIKHft, /IHCTOPCHOHHblE "S\J\\Hn TEPMOynPYrOCTH.

B pa6oTe BtiBefleHti KOHCTHTyntBHtie ypaBHemra H ocHOBmie flH<jxj>epenuHajibHbie ypaBHemifl.
•C<J>opMyjiiipoBaH BapHauHOHHBift npimmin H BimefleHa TeopeMa B3aHMHOCTH flji
Hoit 3afla>ffl TepMoynpyrocTH.


